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 , and fire in your down position, i really like that. it allows me to easily get good kills, i know how to use it and it helps my team
out, so i think its worth it. check out our aimbot FAQ and help section for more information. im after a slow aimbot. its needs to
not aim at the feet. other wise it will be on top of the screen and no longer slow. i also want it to have dashes. thanks for taking

the time to read this. Click to expand... Theres a few people on the topic, but it seems most are still on the old setup. If you have
a computer that's a little older than 4 years old, and it's set to run on an INTEL core 2 duo processor with at least 1gb RAM then

it should run all games fine. But if your computer is old, or it's a AMD Athlon 64, then you should look for a hack (game not
looking good when ran), or a crack to use. You'll need some sort of program to run, if you just want a bot that's basic then the
cheaper options will be: Check the requirements and the reviews. This is the patch that works for Fire Red, Leaf Green, Fire
Red and Leaf Green II. This is the patch that works for Ruby and Sapphire. And this is the crack that works for Diamond and
Pearl. Cheers, Nusssxx If you have a computer that's a little older than 4 years old, and it's set to run on an INTEL core 2 duo

processor with at least 1gb RAM 82157476af
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